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In order to understand the beast, the number of the beast and
the image of  the beast  in Revelation,  you have to understand
Hebrew  idioms  and  definitions  from  the  Greek  and  Latin
languages.  English  really  does  not  capture  the  clear  picture.
Understanding the Ancient Hebrew culture is very important for
proper Biblical interpretation and without it the reader interjects
his or her own cultural perspectives on the text. Modern Hebrew
has fascinating idioms that developed from expressions found in
Biblical Hebrew and Rabbinic Hebrew. Hebrew is slightly different
than English. Learning idioms in this language is a fantastic way
to  greatly  develop  your  understanding.  Among  the  various
definitions of idioms are: (1) the language peculiar to a people,
country,  class, community or,  more rarely, an individual;  (2) a
construction or expression having a meaning different from the
literal one or not according to the usual patterns of the language.





Notice the similarity between In Name of Allah and The Greek
number 666. The Bible says to calculate the number. Now you
have all of the factors.





What most people don't fully understand is that there is no “J” in
the Hebrew language. The true name of the Messiah is YESHUA
and not Jesus, Iesous (Greek) or Iesus (Latin).



Once you learn and know the true name of the Messiah, any other
name would be incorrect and an insult. Acts 4:12: Neither is there
salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven
given among men, whereby we must be saved.



Worship simply means adoration. The beast is the Roman Catholic
religion led by the Pope. It is however not limited to the Roman
Catholic religion, as the religion of Islam also contains the mark
(666)  chi  xi  stigma.  Both  are  the  two  leading  religions  in  the
world. If  any man partakes of  those religions, he worships the
beast. They honor the beast, exalt the beast, they have faith in
the religion, they believe the religion can help them, they defend
the religion as being true. God will destroy them.

In February 2019, The One World Religion (Chrislam) was officially
started:
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